
Tracking the Risk and Impact of COVID-19

Origami Risk has worked with clients to quickly develop solutions that help address the many ways the COVID-19 crisis 

is impacting business operations and employee health and safety. These solutions include mapping tools, exposure 

tracking, disaster location communication, and status auditing. The flexible nature of Origami Risk allows for rapid 

responses to a dynamic crisis.

VISUALIZATION (GIS TOOLS)

Any publicly-available data feed (such as the dataset used to power the popular Johns Hopkins COVID-19 case map) can 

be easily embedded in dashboard widgets or combined with location and incident data in Origami Risk.

• Visually monitor crisis status and see which locations are most affected

• Combine multiple datasets in one map or break out into separate maps

• See which areas are closest to hotspots for prioritizing communication and planning

STATUS AUDITS

Rapidly configure customized audits to track health and safety concerns while helping to project operational 

impacts across the enterprise.

• Allow a large number of locations to self-report statuses relative to COVID-19

• Anonymous portal simplifies administration

• Aggregate responses to help management understand the scope of impact
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ABOUT ORIGAMI RISK 

Origami Risk is a leading provider of integrated SaaS solutions for the risk and insurance industry—from insured corporate 
and public entities to brokers and risk consultants, insurers, third party claims administrators (TPAs), and risk pools. Highly 
configurable and completely scalable, Origami Risk delivers a full suite of risk management and insurance core system solutions 
from a single secure, cloud-based platform accessible via web browser and mobile app. 

LOCATION-SPECIFIC DISASTER NOTIFICATIONS

Prepare checklists and mail-merge communication documents that are triggered based on the location of incidents to 

ensure the right information is pushed to the right individuals at the right time.

• Use new Disaster incident type for pandemic/epidemic exposure

• Collect location-based designated contact info for all locations, key vendors, etc.

• Trigger automatic distribution of mail-merge checklists with pandemic-related tasks

Collect key status and date information to generate aggregate reports for management

EXPOSURE TRACKING

Use portals and forms to track critical COVID-19 related data and aggregate status reports for management.

• Identify testing statuses, quarantine dates, follow-up activity, and communications to affected employees

• Differentiate when suspected cases turn into non-COVID cases

• Account for quarantine periods/new leave types and connect to incident types such as travel exposure

ADDITIONAL INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS

In addition to these rapid-response modifications, Origami also offers a full suite of solutions that can be used to help 

organizations prepare for and battle pandemics including:

• Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)

• Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Management (BCM)

• Safety and Loss Prevention Management

To learn more about how Origami Risk can help your organization respond to the unprecedented challenges of 

COVID-19, view our recent webinar, Take Action: Track the Risk and Impact of COVID-19.
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